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Correspondence from Germany 

(by Matheus Hantschko) 

--- 

Family Home near Spremberg 

February 26, 1916 

 

Dear Volksblatt readers in distant Texas! 

  The prophesy for an early and hard winter 

for Germany did not hold and it remained 

warm through January; with it, we had rain 

and storm and even high water in places. 

Other than that, there is not much to report 

about this area. Since this is unfortunately the 

case, I am offering the most laudable 

Volksblatt-Editors the following copy from 

the enclosed newspaper clipping: “The 

Glamorous Retreat:” 

  Mighty battles have been fought in this 

immense war between nations! Mrs. Klio has 

much to add about glory, honor, dazzle and 

victory. Perhaps, one of the most glorious 

moments is the retreat of the Entente, the 

withdrawal from Gallipoli, a more awesome 

thing never known to this world! The armies 

of the British and French, colorfully mixed 

with those from black nations, gave up the 

hopeless fight: the last traces have already 

been erased. They witnessed their might 

smashed at the gates to the Dardanelles; their 

grand plan came unglued and the crescent 

moon showed them the way home. They left 

still and by stealth; however not because they 

were too weak: no, they are clever and wise: 

the smarter one will give in! The story is 

wonderful; it appeared in their  
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war report: Only one man was lost and all 

others, luckily, came out! And so it turned 

out, that Reuter could report again: observe 

this strategic masterpiece in which our heroes 

withdrew winningly! The rest of the world is 

laughing quite mirthfully: “Oh Reuter, Reuter 

keep on lying, wrap the retreat from Gallipoli 

in glitter and prose! The friendship with 

Nikolajewitsch has been beneficial: from him, 

the British and French have learned how it is 

possible to continuously retire victoriously. If 

you don’t succeed one way, you can always 

move out of the way somewhere else and the 

result will then be: you are always ahead of 

the enemy! Yes, the retreat of the Entente 

from Gallipoli has to be one of the most 

glorious moments and a triumph in strategy! 

One does not like to speak of defeat so the 

story therefore must become only one of 

victory. The retreat proceeded so well and 

smoothly, - where will we find the next one? 

   Ernst Heiter. 

  With a loyal German greeting to all 

readers of the Volksblatt, I remain 

       The Railroader 

 

Translated by John Buerfeind
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